FINAL CONFERENCE
Boosting Eco-Innovation
through Joint Cooperation in Research and Development
Eightveds Pakhus, Copenhagen 2014

PROCEEDINGS
The ERA-net ECO-INNOVERA was established in 2010 to boost systemic ecoinnovation across the EU through co-operation in research and development. For
further information on the ECO-INNOVERA project,
please visit our website
All presentations
www.eco-innovera.eu to check on all activities and results.
mentioned in these proceedings can be found there as well.
At the Final Conference ECO-INNOVERA has presented the findings of its systemic
approach on eco-innovation in Copenhagen (European Green Capital 2014) to more
than 100 key players from 24 countries, from policy makers and scientists to SMErepresentatives and partner networks in research and development in ecoinnovation.
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The discussions were focussed on:




Research for eco-innovation: ECO-INNOVERA’s views on systemic ecoinnovation, and funded projects.
Effective co-operation for eco-innovation: Highlighting key actions, tools
and successes.
Building the case for future co-operation: Towards a shared vision for
systemic eco-innovation.

SESSION I – FRAMING THE INNOVATION CHALLENGE


Welcome and introduction to the Danish approach
Mr. Michel Schilling Danish Environmental Agency
As a ministry, we emphasize an open cooperation with knowledge institutions
and the private sector – recognizing that the best ideas seldom materialize in
government offices, and that together we have a much better chance of
stimulating the development of new ideas on e.g. resource efficiency, urban
green development and such.”



Eco Innovation – Vision for the Future
Mrs. Luisa Prista, European Commission, DG Research & Innovation
“Doing more with less is not enough. The solution is systemic eco-innovation:
doing differently to do better and use less”.
Read more: www.eco-innovera.eu/presentations



Introduction to the Eco Innovera project
Mrs. Evelyn Echeverría, Project Coordinator, PT Julich
“We are looking forward to continue developing the system eco-innovation
strategy and collaborating with interest stakeholders”
read more: www.eco-innovera.eu/presentations

SESSION II

LEARNING FOR EFFECTIVE ECO-INNOVATION-

The session opened with the presentation “Systemic Innovation at the heart of the
ECO-INNOVERA Approach” by Richard Miller from TSB- UK on the ECO-INNOVERA
Research Strategy on systemic eco-innovation.
Two key strategic priorities for the future have come out of the work of ECOINNOVERA:
1. Eco-Innovation is well established in various forms throughout the partners.
Target markets, policy drivers, processes and technologies vary, but ecoinnovation is being successfully deployed. There is a need to continue to share
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methodologies and successful practices across the partners and more widely. To
continue to provide a community of practice and a knowledge exchange facility.
2. There is an opportunity to have much greater impact by focusing on systemic
innovation. Looking at eco-innovation at the level of the sociotechnical system.
The ECO-INNOVERA partners have identified two ways in which we can develop
eco-innovation at the system level:



Build a community of practitioners providing through leadership, facilitation
and cascade mentoring
Develop opportunities to incorporate eco-innovation challenges into markets
where systemic change is already happening. Areas where business as usual
is not sustainable in the coming decades, and where both at national and EU
levels there are major programmes to develop new socio-technical systems to
meet the needs of future citizens. Examples of areas where the need for
systemic change have been identified at the EU level include:
•
Cities and urban living
•
Transport
•
The energy ecosystem

Approaches to systemic eco-innovation:
• See the whole picture
• Identify connections
• Different perspectives
• All models are wrong, but use them
• Different timescales
• Shift patterns
• Constantly learn
• See the whole picture
Round Tables Session ECO-INNOVERA funded projects and Strategy
The session opened with a presentation of the results of the ECO-INNOVERA Joint
calls and the transnational research by Mrs D. Darmendrail from the French Research
Agency ANR). At the end of the project period, final ECO-INNOVERA had 12 jointly
funded projects running. Each of them focusing on sustainable eco-innovation, in
some cases even systemic features. The 12 projects are:






BIOSCREEN – Sunscreens and blinds from bio-based materials
EASY- Developing decision tools for energy efficient part supply of assembly
lines
ECOBIM – Developing LCA based Building Information Modelling for
innovative SMEs
ECO LEAN COMPASS – Low cost production process for sustainable resource
usage
ECO-PANEL – Introduction of 100% renewable composites for construction
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EDF-HVC – Up-scaling and integration of Electro-Dynamic Fragmentation
Technology in waste streams
IPTOSS – Developing new technologies for extracting value compounds from
brewers’ spent grain
SHIFT – Findings for more effective support systems for sustainable
entrepreneurship and green start ups
SMC-EXCEL – Enhancing the eco-sustainability of consumer electronics
SPROUT – Developing design specifications and constructing a prototype of a
modular unit that converts organic waste into-insect-based animal feed
SUWAS – Developing a business model for adopting waste ink recycling
system in the flexographic printing industry
VALUXTRACT – Assessing no-solvent process for extracting value
compounds from grape by-products.
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Each project was discussed in detail in three rounds by a group of participants. The
recommendations listed below are applicable to most projects and will lead to
improvement of communication of the systemic eco innovation, the uptake of eco
innovations by the market, and the involvement and support of SMEs.


















Focus on the GAP between entrepreneurial support systems versus
sustainability support systems. There are emerging initiatives to feel the
gaps, such as inventory platforms
To speed up the process some new actors should be considered such as
cooperation from large firms, large cities and international cooperation
Focus on the large potential of social development and services based on
needs
Industry management is not easily willing to implement changes. There is a
need to make green Technologies more acceptable for industries
There is still competition between recycled products and natural resources.
Define the need of each partners in using new technology
Empirical surveys and involvement of different actors in the system are
critical factors for success
find trade off, try to target different markets
More demonstration is needed to convince different parties, need to bridge
producers, printers, waste managers
Well define the investment and the cost of the implementation of this new
technology.
Take account that SMEs may not be ready to change because it need high
investments
Need to define which actor will be the best to lead this technology
More basic research on systemic eco innovations is needed to serve as a base
for practical business
Organizational changes can reduce inefficiencies with limited investments and
lead to high environmental benefit
The biggest challenge is to convince SME to do something; it will help to
change mentality. It will help to a systemic change
Emotional aspects are crucial: you need to convince people that it is possible
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Another challenge is to use several systemic approach to solve different
situations
It is a challenge to foresee changes of markets and consumer needs
There are ways to come to eco-innovation: 1’ Start from a product point of
view± Product innovation can initiate eco-innovation in the whole company
Start from an eco-design to identify key aspects and hot spots to work on
Markets for bio-based products depends on uncertain factors such as oil
prices
Try to deal with the market barriers, especially when it is a relative
conservative market, not easy to convince them to try something new;
national legislation might assist PCP (public procurement policy)
There is a need to proof that these materials feed the EU standards;
European subsidies now hinder radical innovation
How to involve companies in out- of- the-box ideas?
Due to strict EU regulation, pilots seem to happen outside Europe

The Table 13 in Session II was aimed at strategic issues regarding systemic ecoinnovations. Participants at this table evaluated the potential and strategic questions.
The findings were:













Systemic eco-innovation should appear on the policy agenda and policy
design
We need more opportunity space like business cases and models with share
risk
We need an exchange network hub for European enterprises
Make use of existing infrastructures to bring technical innovations into
practice
SMEs are crucial for systemic eco-innovation research, they have to be
supported
Long term experiments with funding are necessary.
There also needs to be continuity in funding: systemic eco-innovation is not a
one-step procedure
Connecting researchers is necessary: we need interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research with a wide range of partners from society
Incentives for researchers are needed and they need to be transparent
Information systems should be used and supported
No taxes for ecological Technologies
The problem that systemic eco-innovation cannot be tested needs to be
tackled

SESSION III

EFFECTIVE COOPERATION FOR ECO-INNOVATION

Draw recommendations for policy development projects
•

Integrate key actors (including policy makers) in the program settings and
the evaluation process of projects
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•

Integrate impact on policies in the impact assessment of the RTDprogrammes

How to support Innovation?
•

•

Try to support on the long term demonstration platforms. There is a gap
between research and industrialization; we have to find suitable tools to
support more pilots and demonstration projects.
o Use the platform for training students
o Feedback on the French Carnot institutes programme to organize for
disseminating the concept
Mentors for research (M4R) mechanism to assess!

How to support Systematic innovation?
•

We need recommendations, approaches, roadmap, a clear strategy in order to
support Systematic innovation.

Were the ECO-INNOVERA calls enough attractive?
•
•

Try to develop “multilateral” calls with ad hoc thematic perimeter and be
more cost-efficient for launching calls and selecting the most innovative.
Give a floor in RTD programmes for open mind innovation proposals (e.g.
specific instrument at German Environment foundation).

Take care of keeping connected the less “economic efficient” countries.
What are the good practices to measure the impact of funds given to a
project?
•

•
•

•

Connecting the information to the right person:
o Develop a decision-support system for proposing that to different
communities (researchers, SMEs.)
Organize the dialogue between the communities on a specific theme for
Improving connection between researchers and the market: In order to
improve connection, the ANR funds projects to researchers that would like to
set an international project, in a specific tool “MRSEI”.
Organizing specific meetings in order to connect researchers and enterprises
– Match Making meetings between stakeholders and researches
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Strong arguments
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SESSION IV

SHAPING AND SCALING FUTURE COOPERATION

Topics & Partners for a Self-Sustaining Network on Systemic Eco-Innovation
The partners in ECO-INNOVERA have liaised through-out the project with related
networks and projects to identify common ground and opportunities for synergy and
joint action. The key networks were given the floor during the Final Conference in
Copenhagen with the aim to discuss mutual areas of interest, identify starting points
for future co-operation, and translate these into concrete action. GreenXpo; Eco
Water, JPI Urban Europe, Eco Innovation Observatory; Eco-Water; and RECREATE
participated in the Conference.

The participation from the 9 ECO-INNOVERA projects resulted in pointers for policy
makers, programme owners for further policy development and research.
9 Areas for cooperation were discussed in the final `Open Space` Session; all
discussions resulted in starting points and a list of committed organisations and
experts per area. For some of the areas, concrete follow up actions for 2015 were
agreed upon.
The identified areas for joint action were:










Virtual call for tenders
Systemic Innovation Think Tank
Education and training for systemic approaches
Platform for MS coordination of research and market uptake
Linking sustainable business models to systemic change
Create attractive best cases
European roadmap and investments for systemic eco-innovation
New ways of monitoring impact of systemic eco-innovation policies
Accelerate innovation through more industry engagement
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Table # 1 - Virtual Call for Tenders for Future Eco Innovation
Initiative and moderation: ECO-INNOVERA- PT Julich, Holger Grünewald
Starting Points
•
•

•

We need a platform (see Eco Innovation Think Tank)
Use all available funding sources in H2020, Eureka and National budget for:
- Joint calls
- Consulting of applicants after call for ideas (bringing actors and funding
partners together)
Common framework/ rules

Interested partners
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CLEANTECH VLAANDEREN, Kristin Adriaensen
DEPARTMENT FOR ENVIRONMENT, FOOD and RURAL AFFAIRS, Lee Davies
Matias Zirenda Moris
IWT, Kathleen Goris
FORMAS, Conny Rolen
NCIR, Kinga Szymanska
ISERD, Ayala Karniol

Follow up action in 2015


The Netherlands will organise a virtual call on eco innovation and circular
economy in 2015

Table # 2 - Systemic Eco-Innovation Think Tank
Initiative and moderation: ECO-INNOVERA, TSB- UK, Richard Miller
Starting Points
•
•
•

Align with a JPI to bring eco innovation to the table; with Urban Europe as a
1st example
Assist the commission with the Eco Innovation Road Map
Identify big "transitions" and apply eco/innovation tools to evaluate options
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Interested in future cooperation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CIAOTECH SRI, Rausa Andrea
CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE DESIGN, UK, Martin Charter
JIIP, Robbert Fisher
WHITE LOBSTER, Bader Nils
DUTCH ENTERPRISE AGENCY, Antoinet Smits
DELTARES, Michiel Blind
CLEANTECH VLAANDEREN, Kristin Adriaensen
Alice Mbajarir
RWTH, Stephan Hankammer
DUTCH ENTERPRISE AGENCY, Herry Nijhuis
TNO, Roald Suurs
FORMAS, Conny Rolen
DUTCH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND ENVIRONMENT, Robbert Droop
UNIVERSITY OF CANTABRIA Maria Ruiz Puente

Follow up action in 2015


INNOVATE UK will organise a session for the Think Tank in 2015 (tbc)

Table # 3 - Education and training for systemic approaches
Initiative and moderation: ECO-INNOVERA, ADEME, Jean-Marc Merillot
Starting Points
•
•
•

Introduce systemic thinking to local authorities so that they can contribute to
systemic eco innovation
Improve the integration in both domestic and professional behaviour as an
education strategy
Consider the education transfer and interaction between professional life and
social life
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Interested in future cooperation:
•
•
•

CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE DESIGN, UK, Martin Charter
DUTCH ENTERPRISE AGENCY, Antoinet Smits
UNIVERSITY OF CANTABRIA, Maria Ruiz Puente

Follow up action in 2015


ADEME will expand the "master to KIC" analysis to post doctoral periods with
specific focus on transnational post docs. It will be based on the ADEME PhDs
association then open to other alumni .First results should be presented and
discussed during a workshop end of 2015 or during the ADEME phD days
usually on February 2016.

Table # 4 - Platform for Coordination of Research and Market Uptake in
Member States
Starting Points
•

Dissemination for impact on policy: Don't wait for "them"

Providing evidence:
•
•
•

Cases
Research
policy

Integration of existing:

Go Local – creating
practice on a local level
in stakeholders groups
Use "language" per
stakeholder group.

•
•
•

Tools
Activities
Channels

Interested in future cooperation
•
•
•

TECHNICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF SWEDEN, Berit Gullbransson (SW)
Agence Nationale de la Recherche (FR)
NETHERLANDS ENTERPRISE AGENCY, Antoinet Smits (NL)
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•
•
•

DEPARTMENT FOR ENVIRONMENT, FOOD and RURAL AFFAIRS, Lee Davies
(UK)
DUTCH MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND ENVIRONMENT, Robbert Droop
(NL)
UNIVERSITY OF CANTABRIA, Maria Ruiz Puente (I)

Table # 5 – Linking sustainable Business Models to Systemic Change
Starting points
•
•
•
•

Start with business problems
Look at the business model including the value chain (supply, finances, CSR,
…)
Governments have to facilitate implementation – framed towards e.g. circular
economy
Monitor & Adapt

Interested in future cooperation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CENTRE FOR SUSTAINABLE DESIGN & LICA, M. Charter (UK)
MINISTRY OF EMPLOYMENT AND THE ECONOMY OF FINANCE, Kaisu Annala
(FIN)
ALANYA HEP UNIVERSITY, Ali Basarir (TK)
DEPARTMENT FOR ENVIRONMENT, FOOD and RURAL AFFAIRS, Lee Davies
(UK)
RWTH, Stephan Hankammer (DE)
UNIVERSITY OF CANTABRIA, Maria Ruiz Puente (I)
WHITE LOBSTER, Nils Bader (DE)

Follow up action in 2015
To be determined
Table # 6 – Create attractive best cases
Starting points
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best cases should have really ambitious goals (2000 – Watt society, footprint
1, etc.) and address high speed, long term, global diffusion
Best cases should address transferability through transparency of all aspects
(actors, processes, etc.)
Best cases should be able to attract investors for replicability
Best cases should stay innovative to remain best cases as long as possible
Best cases must address mentality behaviour, cultural change of the people
Best cases inspired by concrete challenges from municipalities

Remarks
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best cases can make the concept more understandable
Try to underline the idea of systemic innovation through simples approaches
(2000 watt, footprint)
More ambitious concept go beyond the best case stories
Case studies need to be adapted
Bridge the gap: from abstraction to touchable things
Best approaches can help to change different realities
Drivers for systemic innovation can come from political decisions too
From real problem (can be driver) solved in an innovative way to systemic
innovation
Attract investors for the future through these best cases.
Practical implementation:
o Municipalities
o Look for partners (renovation, public procurement

Interested in future cooperation
•
•
•
•
•

ALANYA HEP UNIVERSITY, Ali Basarir (TK),
CLEANTECH VLAANDEREN, Kristin Adriaensen (BE)
NETHERLANDS ENTERPRISE AGENCY, Smits (NL)
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, Michael Rasmussen
Agence Nationale de la Recherche (FR)

Follow up action in 2015
•

This topic will be included in other areas such as education and virtual calls.

Table # 7 – European Roadmap and Investments for Systemic EcoInnovation
Initiative and moderation: European Commission, Luisa Prista
Starting points
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Challenge driven (ambitious and cross sectorial)
Creation of communities
Act at regional levels
Support and involvement from the civil society
Framework for environment built in existing networks
Instruments involving regulators (e.g. green deals)
Create a leading referee in EU in systemic eco-innovation
Involve programme managers from Members States
Use structural funds

Interested in future cooperation
•
•
•

EUROPEAN COMMISSION, Luisa Prista
UNIVERSITY OF CANTABRIA, Maria Ruiz Puente
NETHERLANDS ENTERPRISE AGENCY, Herry Nijhuis
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•
•
•

ISERD, Ayala Karniol (IS)
TECHNOPOLIS GROUP, Michal Miedzinski (BE)
Agence Nationale de la Recherche (FR)

Follow up action in 2015
•

Organization of WS for identification of potential projects and actors

Table # 8 – New Ways of Monitoring the Impact of Systemic Eco-Innovation
Policies
Starting points
•
•
•

Monitor / evaluation process should be integral part of designing the systemic
innovation programme
Monitor also the impact of the programme on the system level (not just
output) – include economic, environmental and social
Combine qualitative and quantitative approaches (hard data, lessons learnt,
soft factors)

Remarks
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Systemic innovation is long term and complex
We need intermittent monitoring moments – not just at the end
Reserve time and budget for monitoring and evaluation and assign
responsibilities
Impact is a fuzzy concept that should be developed within / as part of the
programme
Redefine: economic, environmental, social, etc.
Frame should be given by funding agencies
Definition of systemic innovation is tricky, but very important
Often data are not available
Capture learning

Interested in future cooperation
•
•
•
•
•

JIIP, Robbert Fischer (BE)
CENTRE FOR SUSTAINABLE DESIGN & LICA, M. Charter (UK)
TUBITAK, Sinan Tandogan (TK)
IWT, Kathleen Goris (BE)
DEPA, Michael Rasmussen

Follow up action in 2015


ECO-INNOVERA partners will contribute to the annual conference of Recreate
in 2015
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The initiative for a workshop on this topic in 2015 is explored

Table # 9 – Accelerate Innovation through more Industry Engagement
Not a roadmap, more an action plan.
Recommendations:










Support process until proof of concept
 Demonstration platform / projects
 Modernise and fine-tune the Public & Private Procurement for
Eco-innovation
Challenge the researchers with dedicated innovation challenges to companies
 Mentors and mobility programme –across industries, across
expertises
Encourage large companies to participate in product development by SMEs
(ex. For energy sector
Encourage Purchase cooperation and Support services for promoting and
developing eco-innovation
 Marketing and advertising on
Simplify the Eco-innovation lingo, less academic
Standard the process? The use of RTD products?

Remarks:












Build topics more than call for proposals
Engage with the commission on policies on innovation and competitiveness –
across themes and policies (trade, internal market): impact of regulations,
Ways to find for engaging more industry:
New H2020 instruments: more enthusiasm – but insufficient participation
o Lack of knowledge
o Too Complex – decision mechanisms, different levels of intervention
(EU; National / Regional)
 Nordic and German models as example….
Develop Consultancy dedicated to support industry and take them to the
playground – find the experts, find the financial mechanisms
Authorities should encourage public procurement for cooperation
o Modernise and fine tune the Public & Private Procurement for Eco
Innovation
Encourage large companies to support SMEs for increasing their references
o Possible in some industrial branches (e.g. : Finland / Mills)
Interaction between innovators, researchers and entrepreneurs.
o Mentors for research concept
o For industries, for policy-makers,
Move from academic / concept to the earth of the market – concrete
communication
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Use some ICT Communication platform - training tools and windows (ex.
YouTube) – for marketing and advertising their ideas…. Improving knowledge
transfer and business development
o Prefunding by public agencies for seeing if it could work – proof of the
concept
o Connect ICT and manufacturing branches –
o Product tracing, certify system
Duration of projects (2 – 3 years) and then?
Demonstration projects / more funding – capacity of the UE for doing that?
Build the cooperation in competitive environment? Commercial barriers?
Specific circumstances
o Clear and efficient process model – longer term
o Develop a service for how to get to Eco-innovation?
o Be more efficient on the use of RTD results?
Standardisation / certification process:
o Encourage the participation of researchers for changing the playground
and revise the existing models in a collaborative process.

Interested in future cooperation
•
•
•
•
•

Agence Nationale de la Recherche (FR)
CENTRE FOR SUSTAINABLE DESIGN & LICA, M. Charter (UK)
INNOVATE UK, Richard Miller (UK)
M. Urenda Moris (SW)
UNIVERSITY OF CANTABRIA, Maria Ruiz Puente (I)

Contributors : L. Platteuw (EU), N. Bader (DE), K.Herlevi (FIN), B. Johansson (SW),
M. Sater (SW), D. Darmendrail (FR)
Follow up action in 2015


Follow up action is discussed with interested partners
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FEEDBACK AND TESTIMONIALS FROM GUESTS OF THE ECO-INNOVERA
FINAL CONFERENCE
1. Learn more about learning, both on existing theories and practices,
interactive learning, community learning and second-order learning.
2. Adjusting goals while working
3. Communicate the “win” in the future situation for each stakeholder group
separately in their specific language, allowing a common framework with a
common concrete goal. Break in that down into concrete steps
4. We need actions instead of more think tanks
5. Bring eco-innovation to the market and concentrate on diffusion
6. Make eco-innovation attractive and understandable and use best practice
examples
7. The dialogue between researchers, policy makers and industry is important
8. Stay in touch with each other even if the funding ends
9. Interaction among different actors is crucial. Keeping their autonomy but
pushing them for eco innovation and keeping an open way for communication
and feedback.
10. It is important to understand which are the needs and motivators of the
stakeholders group in order to address them in an effective way
11. Define challenges and build a mechanism to steer the community n
supporting the achievement of these challenges with their ideas and energy
12. A platform to look at the links between new sustainable business models and
systemic innovation would be very useful
13. There is a need for systemic change and transition to a new dimension. The
present economic system needs to evolve
14. Keep updated !
15. There is a need for innovation, driven by the civil society, e.g. ‘Grassroots
Innovation increasing, e.g. ‘makers, modifiers & fixers’.
16. To create any change we will need business, policy AND civil society to be
engaged.
See www.cfsd.org.uk/news/circular-economy-innovation;
mcharter@ucreative.ac.uk; www.cfsd.org.uk
17. The grassroots innovators’ are part of an emerging trend that has possibility
to move beyond ‚niches’
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18. Juncker’s top priority: Jobs & Growth -> Environment -> Green Growth ->
Crucial role of (systemic) eco-innovation & involvement of all key actors
(including eco-innovera)
19. Find a sustainable way to continue
20. Adjust Eco-innovation - too abstract and bureaucratic – prevents impact
21. Pre-commercial procurement is key to commercialisation (demo, pilots,
reference)
22. Involve researchers in standardisation work – today big companies conserve
their current business models and prevent systemic change
23. The perspective is too wide – narrow down to some specific topics/application
areas
24. Inform in which application areas each person is active
25. Put eco-innovation glasses in all areas
26. Many new perspectives & ideas: very good
27. Consider joining with other EU on-going programmes (e.g. JPI Urban)
28. If there is continuation, maybe not “traditional” call, rather more like
supporting “best practices”, or a sort of challenge competition
29. Organising a follow-up for the deeper development of ideas
30. ECO-INNOVERA

should

continue

disseminating

and

advancing

in

the

elaboration of systemic eco-innovation
31. A continuation of ECO-INNOVERA as an Era-Net Cofund?
32. Keep the platform alive, this can be done by keeping the website supported
and updated and used as main communication platform to set up future
collaborations
33. Specific meetings and conferences on education and training in the field of
systemic innovation are needed.
34. Involve industry/business thinking
35. Learn from (eco-)innovation programmes in Member States (Michiel Blind)
36. Find 3-4 strong active partners who are willing to affiliate/accommodate a
network of “living” communities, each having an interest in specific topics,
joint calls, practitioners
37. Maintain the network of ECO-INNOVERA alive
38. The diversity in the group is very good, it helps seeing new possibilities and
the open-minded innovating climate
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39. Systemic eco-innovation is a good approach that needs to be developed &
defined
FEEDBACK OF THE ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFERENCE
It was a great conference because of the openness, diversity and enthusiasm of
participants, and the staged fire drill! Thank you especially to Evelyn Echeverría’s
excellent organization.
Lionel Platteuw
Thank you for the Final Conference of ECO-INNOVERA (and also for the rest of your
great job). It was a great meeting because we could interchange our Vision on Eco
innovation with different stakeholders. Besides we had the opportunity of interact
directly with them due to the very efficient organization of different discussion
tables. I also appreciate the nice venue and the great weather we had.
Iñaki Susaeta
It was a very fruitful event with very well structured discussion and networking
sessions. We received a very valuable feedback about the project EcoLean Compass
we have just started and met a group of experts we surely stay in contact with while
working on the project.
Best regards
Remik
P.S. Many thanks for Peter for an excellent moderation.
Good event - as an external to Eco-innovera process
Thought format was good
- feedback to existing project - thought a bit odd initially as very specific - but then
tuned into what looking for - an interesting question, is did the project leaders find it
useful, did any of them change there approach based on feedback
- new project development - how will these now move forward
Professor Martin Charter
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It was very good event because it brought together experts from the field. I also
liked the workshop method used,
best,
Kari Herlevi
A big "Thank you“ for this wonderful event. Due to the small and frequently changing
working groups it was possible to exchange insights and to network on a personal
and intense level. It was a pleasure to be there.
Nils Bader, white lobster
The Eco-Innovera final event was very inspirational. It was good to see that so many
people are actively engaging in discussions concerning systemic change. Much
remains to be done, but the potential is certainly there. Discussions will become even
more fruitful if business participation increases. It would be really good if the EcoInnovera

consortium

is

able

to

facilitate

steps

forward,

even

without

EC

contributions.
Michiel Blind
I truly did enjoy the discussions in the conference. I just wish I would have had more
time to participate and not just the second day.
I left my name in one of the follow-up items. Looking forward to continue discussions
accordingly.
Kaisu Annala
‘For us, the Eco-Innovera Final Conference was a good opportunity to connect to the
momentum in systemic eco-innovation, since there are many common denominators
to our solution oriented and transdisciplinary approach to urban development
challenges. If anything, it was a point of departure rather something final!’
Kind regards,
Jonas Bylund
the Eco-Innovera meeting in Copenhagen was very interesting and I have learned a
lot. The organisation/moderation of the discussions was very competent. There have
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been relevant results. I hope that this European innovation networks remains active
also in the future.
Kind regards
Martin Jänicke
“It was a great event because it mobilized the EU community engaged in putting
forward new agenda for eco innovation. That is systemic, embracing, creative,
disruptive and at the same time very concrete and promising for the markets of the
future”
Luisa Prista
The conference was very helpful to our understanding of project and I really enjoyed
additional program.
First, by the presentation of each project, I can get the overview of ECO- INNOVERA
and deep understanding of our project.
Second, by the round table, some questions and feedbacks from other project
participants and funding agencies, it was great helpful to develop our project.
Third, If it is possible at next conference, I want to participate the discussion time
with academic topic and detail task with expert from other project.
Sunwoo Moon
It was a great event because I could feel lots of people involved in my research area
of industrial ecosystems.
I hope for future activities regarding actions to get funding and join partners.
Best regards,
Carmen Ruiz Puente
“ECO-INNOVERA conference was very well organized in terms of content and
attendance. It provided a lot of food for thought and stimulated participation through
round table discussions. The boat tour was also great! I hope more events of this
kind will be held in the future since eco-innovation offers many opportunities.”
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Carmen Antuña Rozado, VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland
Eco-Innovera

has

contributed

significantly

to

the

knowledge

and

network

development around systemic eco-innovation. This is a complex issue, especially
when focusing on the role and operating space of national, regional and local
governments. We will need new partnerships to elaborate this ‘body of knowledge’
and translate the findings and insights into practical starting points for governments
and researchers.
Antoinet Smits
It was a great event because it showed that ECO-INNOVERA has been successful in
creating a vibrant network of programme managers, researchers, practitioners and
innovators who are enthusiastically looking forward to achieving through their work a
systemic change for a more eco-innovative society.
Vincenzo Gente
„I really liked the well balanced mix of stimulating presentations, lively discussions
and little surprises. Altogether, many valuable inputs for our transnational ecoinnovation projects were given.”
Dr.-Ing. Holger Gruenewald
This was a really useful and timely event – definitely one of the best I’ve attended.
The sessions were extremely valuable, both in terms of the information they
provided and the opportunity to build new links with people working in the same
areas. I have already followed some of these up.
In terms of organisation, the event was also extremely well planned and put
together. The boat trip was a particular highlight and very stimulating!
Dr. Lee Davies
“The exchange of ideas with researchers from different backgrounds fosters
creativity and provides exciting ideas for setting-up new projects and new
collaborations”
Jean-Philippe Burdet
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ECO-INNOVERA Eranet has been an excellent occasion for joining forces for
promoting and accelerating the development of eco-innovation by researchers and
entrepeneurs. This final event has shown the important interest from the different
stakeholder communities. We will need to discuss how to take into consideration the
outcomes oft he fruitful discussions held in Copenhagen.
Dominique Darmendrail
VENUE
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